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Lucknam Park Spa
AWARDED MOST EXCELLENT SPA AWARD
BY CONDE DE NAST JOHANSENS
Client: Lucknam Park Hotel
Location: Bath, UK
Project Value: £10M

The luxury Spa at Lucknam Park occupies a fine listed building cocooned within the
walled garden of the luxury 5 star country house hotel located just six miles from the
historic city of Bath in England.
The Spa is at one with its surroundings; wood, marble and glass reflect the warm
seasonal hues of the estate’s 500-acre parkland.
Facilities
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18 m indoor swimming pool with planar glazed roof
Indoor and outdoor hydrotherapy pool linked with sliding doors
Outdoor salt water plunge pool
9 treatment rooms including 2 deluxe suites and double treatment rooms
Pre-& post-relaxation room with reclining beds
Thermal cabins featuring Japanese Salt, amethyst room, aromatic steam, sauna
and tepidarium
Changing rooms with additional sauna and steam rooms in
Male and female changing rooms
Experience showers
Fitness suite with Techno Gym equipment
The Brasserie, featuring an open kitchen with wood-fired oven
Hair dressing salon
Spa boutique
London I Cardiff I Munich
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Challenges
Obtaining planning permission for a major extension alongside a listed building within
a protected walled garden was achieved by sinking the back of house and plant rooms
and producing a Bath Stone Envelope which looked like the existing garden walls.
Although difficult to restrict the extension to within the height of the existing walls, the
planners were convinced by the sensitive design and quality of the detailing

‘Holder Mathias executed the work in a
professional and courteous manner’
‘from 1 January to 31 December 2009 the
total sales increased by 47%’
Harry Murray MBE,
Managing Director, Lucknam Park

Working within confines of the existing building with its limited entrance positions,
made creating a legible route linking all the spaces the key to a successful project.
The link between the old and new is via a transitional frameless glass box, which also
needed to accommodate a change in level. Bringing the current facilities up to the
level required for a five star luxury facility was particularly difficult due to the restricted
headroom and poor roof loading.
In addition the building was looked down upon from parts of the existing hotel so the
roof was also important and included a sedum roof, planar glazed vaulted roof over the
poor and no visible plant.
Designed alongside American interior designer (CCID) some of the biggest challenges
revolved around translating the concept ideas and detailing them to produce robust,
elegant interiors which will be both timeless and contemporary.
Whilst sustainability was not at the forefront of the client’s brief, the approach which
used local materials, limited the Air-conditioning to the autumn and Spring shoulder
seasons, used efficient plant and heat pumps and found economic alternative
materials such as stone tiles to match coursing inside and out, is sustainable in the
wider sense of the term.
Solution
Innovative ideas to overcome the lack of windows included planar glazed roof,
with brise soleil which track the sun to maximise view of the sky whilst preventing
overheating;; The basement plant room with its ‘hidden slots’ for vents (ah ha’s) and
diaphragm walls to conceal large services within facing stonework both sides.
The innovation of the swimming pool design –with curved slots rather than grilles to
drain the water away; The raised glass edged in-out goldfish bowl infinity pool with
sliding electric doors to gain access within the pool;
The worktops, benches etc are all cantilevered to create a ‘look-no-hands” idea of
floating planes suspended over the stone and marble floors –all the structure needed
to be concealed within stud walls which was more difficult than it would have been with
more heavy weight structure.
The client also wanted all of the thermal cabins to be open so we came up with glazed
range of walls which looked into the building as windows out were not allowed by the
planners.
Implementation
The logistics of creating such a large spa whilst keeping the hotel open meant that it
was completed over 18 months – with the old spa staying open initially whilst all of the
excavation and construction of the extension was started, leaving the hotel without its
facilities for the minimum of time.
Managing the noise and dust levels, and intrusion into the tranquil peace of Lucknam
Park wall essential, and the hotel experienced very few complaints during the
construction as a consequence.
Managing the quality of the finishes was also vitally important and was achieved
despite the completion and opening date being compressed by needing to be
complete in time for the Christmas peak season.
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Benefits
The hotel has enjoyed increased bookings since the opening of the spa facilities
and has gained ground on many of its rivals, with the facility winning accolades
from both guests and the hospitality press.
The hotel has been able to keep its price structure throughout the recession, and
still maintain excellent occupancy rates when compared to other similar facilities.
Spa membership is also up.
The future
Alongside the work we were undertaking on the Spa, we developed a masterplan
for the whole estate, which the hotel has been gradually working on since
completion of the spa. This includes the staff facilities, the wine cellar in the
water tower, more bedrooms, the equestrian centre, and improved facilities
generally.
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